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Taking appropriate measures
You can’t improve what you don’t measure. That has long been the premise of our annual warehouse and DC 
metrics survey. The yearly research, conducted among DC VELOCITY readers and members of the Warehousing 
Education and Research Council (WERC), asks respondents what metrics they use, how those measures align 
with corporate goals, and how well their operations are performing against key metrics. Shown below are 
some highlights from this year’s study.

METRICS  [me-triks]
1.  a quantifiable measurement used by businesses to monitor, evaluate, 
benchmark, and compare a specific operation or process.

2016 study respondents by industry

The Top 10: The most commonly used 
DC metrics … and what they mean:
1. On-time shipments - The percentage of orders shipped at the planned time. 
(Shipped means off the dock and in transit to its final destination.) 
Note that the time to ship may be determined by either the customer or the shipper.

2. Average warehouse capacity used - The average amount of warehouse capacity used over
a specific amount of time (month to month or yearly).

3. Dock-to-stock cycle time, in hours - The time (typically measured in hours) required to put 
away goods. The cycle time begins when goods arrive from the supplier and ends when those 
goods are put away in the warehouse and recorded into the inventory management system.

4. Order picking accuracy (% by order) - This measures the accuracy of the order picking process, 
where errors may be caught prior to shipment such as during packaging.

5. Internal order cycle time - The average internal time between when the order was received 
from the customer and the order is shipped by the supplier.
Note that order shipment is defined as off of the dock, onto the shipping conveyance, and 
ready for transit.

6. Peak warehouse capacity used - The amount of warehouse capacity used during 
designated peak seasons.

7. Total order cycle time - The average end-to-end time between order placement by the 
customer and order receipt by the customer.

8. Fill rate–line - Measures percentage of order lines filled according to customer request.
Note that a single customer order line can request multiple shipments. In this case, each 
shipment would be tracked as a separate request.

9. Lines received and put away per hour - Measures the productivity of receiving operations 
in lines processed and put away per person-hour.

10. Lines picked and shipped per hour - Measures the productivity of picking and shipping 
operations in lines per person-hour.

What metrics do you use?
Shown below are the most common metrics used by companies that say 
they’re pursuing a particular strategy. The larger checkmarks mean that 
70 percent or more of the companies aligning with the strategy are using 
that metric. The smaller checkmarks mean at least 60 percent are using 
that metric.

Food distribution 3.3%
Wholesale distribution 5.0%
Utilities/Government 2.5%
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Examples of specific metrics 
used to measure performance 
in key business areas
Employee
▪ Annual work force 
  turnover
▪ Cross-train percentage

Operations
▪ Dock-to-stock cycle time
▪ Lines received and put away
▪ On-time receipts from 
  supplier
▪ Percentage of supplier 
  orders received 
  damage-free
▪ Order fill rate
▪ Fill rate–line
▪ Lines picked and shipped

Safety
▪ Day count rate
▪ Days away from work 
  cases rate

Financial
▪ Distribution costs as a 
  percentage of sales
▪ Days on hand–finished-
   goods inventory

Customer
▪ On-time shipments
▪ Total order cycle time
▪ Internal order cycle time

Capacity
▪ Average warehouse 
  capacity used
▪ Peak warehouse 
  capacity used

Quality
▪ Order picking accuracy
▪ Material handling 
  damage

How DC metrics line up with corporate goals
When it comes to how companies decide what to measure in their DC operations, a number of factors come into play, such as type of business and 
the DC’s role in the overall supply chain. But what about the companies’ overall strategy? We decided to take a look at the alignment between 
metrics used and the company’s strategic goals. The following two exhibits examine different types of strategies pursued and their correspondence 
with DC metrics. 

What is your business strategy?
Most businesses differentiate themselves from competitors by 
concentrating on a particular strategy. Among other questions, the study 
asked respondents to indicate which of these strategies they feel best 
represents their companies’ goals. 

Customer service – Customer service focuses on a specific group or 
segment of customers that require a specific product or service. The 
entire strategy is built around serving a particular target very well, and 
each operational goal is driven with this in mind.

Cost leadership – Companies aspiring to be cost leaders compete on price. 
In these cases, the primary driver in the purchasing decision is the price of 
the goods sold. Therefore, reducing and eliminating costs is absolutely critical.

Product/Market innovation (Differentiation) – This strategy focuses on the 
creation of something that is perceived industrywide as being unique or exclusive.

Mix – In this hybrid strategy of trying to be all things to all people, a company 
must focus on more than one strategy simultaneously. It is very difficult to execute, 
and many companies find themselves “stuck in the middle.”

Metrics Cost
leadership

Customer
service

Product/
Market

innovation 

Mix: Be all 
things to 
all people

On-time shipments

Average warehouse 
capacity used

Dock-to-stock cycle time, 
in hours

Order picking accuracy 
(% by order)

Internal order cycle time

Peak warehouse capacity 
used

Total order cycle time

Fill rate – line

Lines received and put 
away per hour

Lines picked and shipped 
per hour
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The information included here represents just a small sampling of the 2016 
DC metrics study findings. The full survey results, which will include 
performance and benchmarking data, will be available at 
www.werc.org/metrics after the annual WERC 
conference in Providence, R.I., May 15–18.

SOURCE: The study is produced through a partnership 
between the Warehousing Education and Research Council 
(WERC) and DC VELOCITY. This year’s survey was conducted by 
Dr. Karl B. Manrodt and Dr. Donnie Williams of Georgia College 
and State University, and Joe Tillman of TSquared Logistics.

Retail
26.7%

Manufacturing
26.7%

Life sciences – Medical devices 3.3%
Life sciences – Pharmaceuticals 1.7%

Third-party 
warehouse

20.8%

Transportation service 
provider  1.7%

Other
8.3%




